RackCrate Networks.
Start your own brand.

It All Starts With YOU.
(Not E-books. Not Multicraft. YOU.)

“Some people want to make
$10.00 per day, some have
higher goals at $150.00 per
day and then some want to
know how to make $8,000
within a month to pay for
some important bill that they
need to. - Just work on your
goals”

RackCrate Networks

How our relationship will work?

Work on sales and
growing your community
while creating the best
customer experience you
can provide.

We work hard to keep
the operational costs low
without sacrificing the
high level of service and
quality your customers
expect.

Cost of start as a “good” provider by yourself.
For an average Web Hosting, Minecraft Hosting or an Reseller

Est. cost
*This are the estimated cost that made RackCrate possible in the first few 3 months when we didn't receive $1.00 USD in those first 3 months starting out; and this
budget doesn't include custom plugins for panel communication nor custom web design fixes and addons.

RackCrate Networks.
How we calculated a fair RevShare
1) We took RackCrate’s revenue stream of the first 6 months of this year.

UP TO
70% OF
REV SHARE
2) The net-income of RackCrate is usually ⅓ of the gross income. Usually we distribute our Net as the
following.

3) Once you enter in the 70% Rev-Share. You will earn more that most minecraft hostings do.
System improvements, Hardware replacement and marketing kill the profit from us.

RackCrate Networks.
Client stats.

The average minecraft
hosting manage 600 servers
monthly

The average minecraft
customer buys a 4gb
server.

The average price per GB of
RAM is $4.00 USD

RackCrate Networks.
How to start working with us

Create your small
business plan on how
your network will be
different from the current
ones.

Submit a ticket with your
business plan to our
management.
Clicking Here

You can use our template
Clicking here

*Our current acceptance rate is 3% of our total applicants. We encourage you to use our Business Plan template.

We usually take 3 - 4
days to get a final
response.

